the WORLDWIDE
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VIKING™
divers dress

The Viking DIVERS DRESS is based on the Viking HD,
and is manufactured with a touch of nostalgia for those
divers who continue to dive using traditional helmets
like the Siebe Gorman 12 bolt. Built to replace the old
canvas coated rubber suits, in a style more suited to
21st century demands for diving in water which may be
contaminated.
•Internal stitched and taped seams
•External vulcanised seams
•Easy to clean exterior when contaminated
•Easy to repair in the field to minimise downtime
•Flexible and comfortable
•Most popular rubber collars available
SUIT MATERIAL
The Viking DD material is a blend of natural and synthetic rubbers (NR/EPDM), on a 2-way stretch knitted
polyester lining.
Total material weight is 1550 g/m2 ± 100 g/m2.
SEAMS
Internal seams are stitched together with an elastic tape
for security. External seams are vulcanized with a 25 mm
rubber tape. Vulcanizing is a chemical bonding process,
ensuring watertight seams.
COLOR
Red with black reinforcements, or all black.
SIZE RANGE
01/MED, 02/LGE, 03/EXL, 04/XXL
Viking DIVERS DRESS

See the Viking size chart for detailed size measurements
along with boot sizing.
Vulcanized rubber suits are not custom built due to
dependency of aluminum mannequins for vulcanization.
Extension and shortening of arm and leg length is possible and offered separately.

viking™
divers dress
reinforcements
Additional layers of anti slip textured rubber are applied
to areas at risk of wear. The front of the legs from above
the knee, down to the boots, and around the boots are
also protected from abrasion and puncturing.
zipper
None fitted. Entry is through the shoulder and collar.
valves
Not required. All air related functions are handled
through helmet controls.
rubber collar
The chosen rubber collar is first of all mounted onto the
DIVERS DRESS material, and then attached to the suit
by stitching, taping and eventual vulcanization. A drip
collar made from soft material is also mounted inside the
rubber collar.
cuffs
Latex HD cuffs are the standard fitment. Alternatively
the suit can be fitted with a rubber cuff ring system,
which makes the fitment of latex or rubber mittens or
latex gloves possible.
footwear
The standard boots are an extension of the leg, and
formed over a metal foot former to provide the shape.
Additional layers of textured rubber are added for durability. There is no additional outsole fitted to the DIVERS
DRESS boots in order that they may be used in conjunction with heavy overboots. Alternative boot options are
available.
included with each delivery
Each suit comes supplied with suspenders, carry bag,
user manual, repair kit and zip care materials.

Internal stitched seam

certification & approvals
• EN 14225-2:2005
• HZ approval
• BIO approval
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